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Preface: “Where are you from?” 
“It is interesting to note that we may be facing one of those limitations of nature, in which highly 
specialized organs reach a level of declining efficiency, and ultimately lead to the extinction of 
the species. The human brain may be as far along on its road to this destructive specialization 

as the great nose horns of the last of the Titanotheres.” Cybernetics, Norbert Wiener, P.180 
 

The contemporary /civilized way of life exalts a dead materialist universe over an alive one. This 

sediment has a devastating effect on the collective psyche. 2016: our popular mythology does 

not regard life as the bottom line. Raising our families in cultural traditions which punish 

divergent thinking and emotional honesty creates a pervasive “contempt for life.” Take the 

common ritual greeting, “How are you?” The acceptable response is always “good.” One should 

always make an emotional denial to affirm one’s alienation. Maintaining a culture that lacks 

empathy for self and others permits greater tragedies to be ignored and thereby made 

acceptable. The results accumulate as the world’s human population in bondage; mental and/or 

physical slavery and for the rest mere survival in some variety of earthly hellscape. 

The impulse is to blame the powerful for creating a world with so much unnecessary suffering. 

Time spent as a school teacher gave me insight into the manhandled, or “crushing of spirit,” that 

occurs during the indoctrination of youth. The breaking of the childlike into ‘adult’ life is an 

essential ritual for all human beings. How it is currently processed leaves us with a society of 

misbehaving adults, unsure of what the boundaries are between progress and comfort, the 

masses clinging to false and dangerous narratives. Within the spectrum of childlike behavior 

there exist traits which would benefit society if only they could be perceived as less shameful: 

spontaneity, trust, playful bliss, rapturous curiosity and unyielding imagination.  

How do you “unbreak” people’s minds? Using familiar forms an artist can rebuild the fractured 

perceptions of a screwed shut mind. Visual art presents an invented language and provides a 

sanctioned space to think differently. 



Mythology/ storytelling helps to distill the human experience and unite people. All humans share 

similar experiences just by the mere facts that we all have human bodies, life happens and we 

die. Renowned mythologist Joseph Campbell is quoted, “The artist’s function, their duty, is the 

mythologization of the environment and the world.” In my work I am seeking that mythological 

source, seeking icons that are real or true like a heartbeat. I seek to be that artist that Campbell 

speaks of, to create expressions that summon the sublime/absurd honesty of our existence, 

idols that do not deny the agony, ecstasy and the tragic comedy of being alive. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

My imagery alludes to hand drawn animation, consumer design and ritual iconography. I use 

familiar pop figures to provoke empathy in human touched clay. Horses, ducks, dogs and 

dolphins are cradled or smothered into a relationship with the collective human psyche. My work 

is ‘funny’ and emotional, the product of an anxiety driven by the discord inherent in loving life 

where the pressing expectation is contempt. Popular culture mangles animal imagery; animals 

are romanticized in cartoony products, infantilized and impotent. In Thomas Weiskel's "The 

Romantic Sublime" he writes, “To please us, the sublime must now be abridged, reduced and 

parodied as the grotesque, somehow hedged with irony to assure us we are not imaginative 

adolescents.”  I aim to bring intuitive power back through a contrived cartoon facade, to break 

from within the piece access to the latent heartbeat of mortal unity. 

 

Approaching the work an immediate reaction might be a kind of repulsion in the same way one 

thinks about having a digestive track or skeleton inside their body. The work is familiar imagery 

but it is vulnerable, twisting in awkward ways. In creating this thesis work I document my 2016 

understanding of the taboo nature of emotional honesty, absurdity, sublimity and instinctual 

wisdom. The characters personify fears, hopes and jokes. These sculptural escorts manifest an 

appropriate space to contemplate the bitter-sweet nature of human life.    



 

Enter a gallery: A rounded red terracotta horse head lies on the ground, the surface has been 

pulled over and over by hand, the muzzle has been flattened to 1 inch above the floor, nearby a 

large disembodied human breast sits heavily on a rough thick slab. My mother is a horse, and 

my mother’s mother before her, ad infinitum. I am a horse, the bringer of life and all suffering.  

 

My mother is a Horse. 

On the wall two loops in terra cotta are hanging, a pink palmey, smushed dry dolphin jumps 

between them.  The projected joy of a dolphin jumping through hoops is a happy cliché created 

for children’s imagery. Examine this concept further, and the conclusion is a trapped dolphin. Iit 

has been pulled into a game and forced to “play”. Forced performance and captivity is here the 

normal state of nature.  

 

Screwed Dolphin. 



Daffy duck’s bill floats on an empty wall. Dystopia has exploded the body. All that is left is the 

smiling open mouth. It’s the philosophic mind/body dilemma. What is really real? Are bodies 

real? Are words more important than actions? Language takes over all other forms of 

communication, leaving a vast emptiness.  

 

Daffy’s Price. 

Now a large wall of faces; the surfaces contort, are pressed firmly with hard flat tools, gripped 

and ripped. They pull tightly into themselves and morph out reaching to otherness. The variant 

beings are transforming from laughter to crying, pain to pleasure and from the state of 

innocence to a confrontation with mortality.  Did Scooby Doo fail or succeed in his suicide 

attempt?  How is Yogi the bear handling his psycho/spiritual awakening? The work is 

human/animal, moving flesh, changing attention and emotion. The heads are relentlessly 

shifting consciousness, switching archetypes, playing out clichés, like each of us; they are in the 

state of becoming. 



 

Switch, Picnic. 

Now look into a wall of three tightly rendered graphite drawings. Each drawing is a carefully 

rendered documentation of a “buy in”. A “buy in” being a unspoken social agreement.  OK Dog: 

A dog’s head floats staring at a latex gloved human hand gesturing an ‘ok’ sign the dog’s stare 

penetrates deeper. The slang of calling someone dog perceived as non-conformist language but 

just a trickledown effect of alienation and sanitized “cool” emotional denial. Rockin’ New 

Haircut: A colt rears upward revealing full bush. The legs are joined together somewhat like a 

rocking horse and two disembodied female heads swing from its forearms. There is an 

expectation post-new haircut that others must perform the ritual of remarking on its change and 

implying that the sexual attractiveness of the individual has increased.  Schneemann 

Dreamann: The famous Carolee Schneemann is pictured in one of her ubiquitous poses just 

before the interior scroll piece is performed. Floating behind her are three ominous floating 

Rowdy™ blow up animal toys. Schneemann’s unquestioned acceptability is plastered on every 

book ever published with the topic of women artists or conceptual art, yet the writing 

accompanying that picture deflates all revolutionary provocation and renders it flaccid. Her 

image confirms Adorno’s theory, that the mainstream destroys by assimilation anything that 

would or could change it.  



 

OK Dog. 

The last work “Kirtimukha” is as a large white disembodied lion head resting against a wall. The 

lion’s mouth is gaping wide it appears ferocious and fearful. The skin is rendered in a white thick 

glaze reminiscent of the omnipresent whiteness of institutional plumbing. The lion follows a 

western European sculptural tradition and is somewhat Disney-like. Kirtimukha is translated 

from the Hindu tradition to mean the “face of glory” or “face of greed”.  He exists in a state of 

insatiable hunger and after eating several armies, he begins to eat the whole world but Shiva 

intervenes and instructs him to eat his own body. His disembodied head is the self-destructive 

nature of the unbridled ego-self. The head that ate its own body serves to remind us of the 

monstrous nature of life. “Life is that which lives on itself”. Kirtimukha is not an evil monster; he 

was not punished for his nature. In fact he is honored and his likeness exists above the 

entrances of all Hindu temples. In the story Shiva declares, “No one who refuses to honor and 

worship you will come ever to knowledge of me." The message is acceptance; one must not 

deny the monstrous nature of life. 



 

Glory to Kirtimukha 

Gaining awareness of reality outside of one’s conventions is hard work. Being raised in 

language, indoctrinated by education, and made to perform a lifelong duty hardly leaves room 

for contemplation. 

My characters suggest our private/collective struggles that remain taboo, or at least inhibited.  I 

examine Humanist values and Neo-Animist philosophy in creatures that assert the human 

animal experience. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Technical Statement & How 

How I work with materials helps communicate the greater themes in my work. Pinching the clay 
in thin layers creates a fragile shell of volume, scraping and clawing into a solid bulk of clay 
creates a more violent territorial-like scraping much like a bear or tiger clawing at a tree. There 
is also a smooth gentling dragging which creates a more intimate sensual surface. 

I sometimes start with a solid block of clay or I build with slabs and coils on an armature of 
plastic grocery bags and sometimes cardboard and/or metal tubing for support. I then use thick 
slabs or globs to build semi-solid on top the armature. I push the piece into existence with my 
palms then use various plastic ribs to direct the reflection of the light on clay. I then add extra 
coils to areas that need emphasis. After forming the piece I carefully dry it to be stable enough 
and flip it upside down onto a piece of foam where I can then remove the plastic and excess 
clay.  

I compress and smooth the inside of the piece and clean edges. I flip right side up and make 
any finally adjustments to the surface. 

To dry I wrap all parts that stick out and cover with plastic bag lightly. Every day I check on 
dryness and make the bag looser. Eventually I remove plastic and cover with cloth and or 
newspaper. 

If cracks appear I dose with vinegar, rip up the surface with a needle tool and add more clay. 
The cracked area is covered with plastic wrap and given a prayer. 

Finishes: cone 10 BG clear, cone 04 Majolica, cone 6 VC 71 

Box clay: Wayne Higby Raku, Porcelain 307 
 
Linda Sormin's "Sheridan college red 
hand-building body" 
Talc 10 
OM4 5 
Gold art 10 
Lizella red fire clay 15 
Red art 60 
Barium carb .5 
Fine grog 5 
Med grog 10 
Coarse grog 5 
1 sheet 100% cotton paper per 100 pounds 

 
Matt Wedel's paper clay 
Lincoln or hawthorn 30 
Neph Sy 20 
Om4 10 
EPK 5  
Bentonite 2 
Talc 2 
20 mesh grog 20 (or Molochite)  
35 mesh grog 20 (or Molochite) 
4 TP rolls to pulp per 100 pounds  

 
Necroterrene/necromancer (cone 04-4 grey with little holes, cone5 black sparklely, cone 6 at 
own risk….) 
Lizella 34 
EPK 33 
Alberta Slip 33 
Fine grog 10 
Granular Manganese 10 
Cobalt Oxide 1 
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